ALPHA PHI IS GIVING FORWARD ON
GIVING TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28 TH
As Alpha Phis we share an unbreakable bond that spans decades,
time zones and continents. We’ve seen firsthand how generations of
women have been forever changed, sisters empowered to pursue their
wildest dreams, and alumnae remembered beyond their four years.
For every Alpha Phi, there is a story of why she gives back to Alpha Phi.
We invite you this Giving Tuesday to celebrate all the reasons you
support Alpha Phi Foundation—whether you’ve experienced the
impact of leadership development, a scholarship, an assistance grant,
or simply believe in the importance of heart health research and
preserving our heritage.
Celebrate with us by Giving Forward for Alpha Phi.
All you have to do is 1) check a few (or all) items off the list,
2) snap a photo and 3) share on social media using the hashtag
#APhiGivesForward!

Mark your calendar and celebrate
the gift of giving forward with us!

Give! Donations of any amount will help us show each
other — and the world — the true power of philanthropy.
Paint your profile — change your personal and chapter
cover photos, add our Twibbon, etc.
Create a Facebook event and invite your members and
alumnae to donate and ask them to invite their own
friends in return.
Share your favorite Alpha Phi memories on social media
and show the world what #APhiGivesForward looks like.
Start a challenge! Encourage other chapters to
participate with a little friendly competition.
Create a phone tree — call your alumnae on Giving
Tuesday and invite them to celebrate with a gift.
Make a day out of it — organize times for members to
get together and donate.
Post an individual or group #unselfie showing how
#APhiGivesForward.
Invite your friends! You don't have to be an ΑΦ for your
donations to make a difference!
Join Clara’s Circle with an individual gift of $19.56
or more.

